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In this paper we prove the existence of a very singular solution of the Cauchy 
problem 
u,=Au+a.Vuq-up, u(x,O)=O if x # 0 (a constant) 
which is more singular at (0,O) than the fundamental solution of the heat equation 
if 1 <p< (N+ 2)/N and 1 &q< (p+ 1)/2. We also prove the nonexistence of 
singular solutions if p > (N + 2)/N and 1 < q < (p + 1)/z. 8 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the Cauchy problem 
u,-Au-a.VuY+uP=O in Q=Px(O, co) (1.1) 
u(x, 0) = 0 for x # 0, (1.2) 
where a is a constant vector and a # 0. By a solution we mean a non- 
negative function u(x, t) which is continuous in Q\{ (0, 0)}, and satisfies 
(1.1) and (1.2) in the classical sense; in particular, UE C*(Q). The behavior 
of U(X, t) as (x, t) + (0, 0), (x, t) E Q, is not prescribed so that u may exhibit 
a singularity at the origin. Nontrivial solution with a singularity at (0,O) 
can be obtained by considering (1.1) with the initial condition 
24(x, 0) = d(x) in RN. (1.3) 
Indeed, for a = 0, 1 < p < (N+ 2)/N, Brezis and Friedman [2] proved that 
there exists a unique solution of (l.l), (1.3). On the other hand, for a = 0, 
p 2 (N+ 2)/N, Brezis and Friedman showed, in the same paper, that no 
solution of (1.1) and (1.3) can exist. The case a # 0 was first considered by 
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1. Aguirre and M. Escobedo [I]. They showed that for I< p < (N +2)/r\‘, 
and 1 < 4 < (N + 1)/N, there is a unique solution of ( 1 .I ), ( 1.3). However, 
they did not answer the question of what happens if p >, (N + 2)/N or 
y > (N + 1 )/iV. This is the first problem we want to study. A partial answer 
is the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Zfa#O, p>(N+2)/N, and l<y<(p+1)/2, fhen there 
exists no singular solution of (1 .l), (1.2); in particulur, no solulion qf ( I.1 ) 
and ( 1.3) can exist. 
For the case a = 0, 1 < p <c (N-t 2)/N, Brezis, Pletier, and Terman [ 3 3 
found another type of solution of (1.1) and (1.2) which has a stronger 
singularity at (0, 0), namely, 
Such a solution is called a very singular solution (VSS). A natural question 
is whether a VSS exists for the case a #O. We shall establish the followjng: 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that a # 0, 1 < p < (N + 2)JN. 
(i ) If’ I < q < (p + f)/2, then -for an~j 0 < 6, 0 < E < l/4, there exists u 
solution of’ (l.l)-( 1.2) w and positive constunts c and C, depending on I: 
and 6, such thar 
ct--I:lp--l,e-(li4+6,1. I>,1 ” <w(x, t)<CCt-“‘Pm ‘)e (l/4- c)lsl*:r (1.5) 
(ii) Zf y = (p + 1)/2, then the conclusion of’ (i) remains valid under the 
assumption thaf l/4 - 8 is su&ciently small; if q = 1, then the conclusion of’ 
(i) still holds provided JaJ is sufficiently small. 
Next we shall explore the relationship between the solutions of (1.1) 
(1.3), and VSS and obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let 1 < p < (N + 2)/N, 1 i q < (p + 1 J/2. Zf u,. denotes the 
solution of(l.l), (1.3), then u, --+~USC-+~cG and~isu fCssof(1.1),(i.2). 
Remark 1.4. In the case a = 0, Theorem 1.3 was proved by Kamin and 
Pletier [15]. 
Remark 1.5. We actually presented two different proofs of the existence 
of a VSS in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. While Theorem 1.3 connects problem 
(1.1 ), (1.3 ), and VSS, Theorem 1.2 gives quite accurate information of the 
behavior of w(x, t) near (0,O). However, we are unable to prove that w = i? 
since the uniqueness of VSS remains open. For the case a=O, the VSS is 
unique; see [3, 5, 61. 
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Remark 1.6. In all three theorems, we require that 1 <q < (p + 1)/2. 
Notice that for q = (p + 1)/2 the differential equation is invariant under 
scaling, which explains the upper bound on q. 
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 follows quite closely that of Brezis and 
Friedman [2]. To prove Theorem 1.2, the method in [3] does not carry 
over. First of all, if q # (p + 1)/2, a VSS is not necessarily self-similar; i.e., we 
can not write a VSS in the form t- “(P- l)r(xlJ;). s econdly, even in the case 
q = (p + 1)/2, the induced equation for f is not spherically symmetric and 
so the ODE approach does not work. Our method for proving 
Theorem 1.2 is new and is based on a monotone iteration scheme which 
requires super and sub solutions of (1.1). As for the proof of Theorem 1.3, 
we follow the approach used by Kamin and Pletier [S]. However, there 
are new technical difficulties in the case a # 0. 
In Section 2, we establish some preliminary results. Theorem 1.1 is 
proved in Section 3. In Section 4, super and sub solutions are constructed. 
We then use the monotone iteration scheme in Section 5 to prove 
Theorem 1.2. Finally, we prove Theorem 1.3 in Section 6. 
The author thanks Professor A. Friedman who brought our attention to 
the problems studied in this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let a be a smooth domain in RN, and Ql=Q x (0, t). Introduce the 
Holder norm 
I4 cLl(QT) = Id L”(&) + “P 
P.QEQT 
’ f((dq;-;;f )’ 3 
7 
where P = (x, t), Q = (X, t‘), and 
d(P, Q)= {lx-Xl’+ lt-i[}“2. 
Set C2+‘(Q.)= {u:/u~~z+.(~~)< co} where the C2’OL(QT)-norm of u is the 
sum of the Cn-norms of U, uI, Dxu, and Dzu. The symbol C will represent 
a constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
We shall need the following lemma which was proved in [7, Chap. III, 
Theorem 7.11. 
LEMMMA 2.1. Suppose u satisfies 
N 
u,-Au- c b,u,-au=f: 
i= 1 
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where 
lg14.r,er = oT u (1 (g(x,t)lYdx r4‘lt Ir i' 1 
then 
I4 L’(QT,GCC, 
wjhere C depends only on N and p. 
Consider the nonlinear parabolic equation 
u,-du=a.V(lulY~ ‘u)-kku+f in Q,; (2.1) 
4-G f) = dx, t) on aQx(O, T)uQx {0}, (2.2) 
where k is a positive constant, cp E C’ + ’ (Q7), J‘EC’(Q,). Let u=u-cp. 
Then 
ti,-do=a.V(lo+cp(Ym’ (u+cp))-ku+,T in I&; (2.3) 
v=o on X2x(0, T)uQx {O), (2.4) 
wheref=f-cp,+Aq-kq. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a unique classical solution u of the problem 
(2.3), (2.4) in Q,for some sufficiently small to. 
Proof: Let K(x, t; y, s) be the Green function of the heat equation on 
Q x (0, T) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We first look for the weak 
solution u of (2.3)-(2.4), i.e., 
4x, t) = j; jQ K(x, cy, s)C-My, s) +.h)l 
-11 ’ (V,K(x,t;y,s).a)Iv+cpIY ‘(u+cp)(y,s)dyd.~. (2.5 ) 0 R 
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Let Jf,,,, = {u= C"(QT): JuI L,=(Q,~) < M}. Then X,,,, is a Banach space. 
For 0 E X,,,,, define Lu to be the right side of (2.5). One can easily check 
that for large M and small to, L maps X,,,, into itself and L is a contrac- 
tion. Hence L has a unique fixed point u which is the weak solution of 
(2.3)-(2.4). By J. Aguirre and M. Escobedo [l], the weak solution is 
classical. 
In order to extend the solution globally, we need some a priori estimates, 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 1 <q < 2 and k > 0. Let v be a classical solution of 
(2.3)-(2.4) in QT (to < T< co) and u = u + cp. Then 
I4 L”(QT) G c> (2.6) 
where C is a constant depending only on data. 
ProoJ For any positive odd integer p, multiply (2.3) by up and 
integrate over QT. Using integration by parts, we get 
j&jQcp+l(x, t)dx+pj’j up-’ IVv12+kjTr up+l 0 0 0 R 
= ITI [a.V(lulY-l u)](u-cp)“+ j’j j? 
0 R 0 R 
%,+12. (2.7) 
Using Young’s inequality, we proceed to estimate these integrals as 
and 
I1 = if oT [a .V((ulqP’ u)] up R 
T + ff [a-V(lulq-l u)][-pcpup-’ + 
... +(-l)“cpP] 
0 R 
(2.8) 
+plTl A,(u)(a.Vrp)+ e.. +(-l)P~o~JnAp(~)a.V~p, 
0 n 
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where n is the unit outer normal to %2 and A,(t) = jb sp i lsjq ’ A. 
i=O,l,..., p. Observe that (Ai(u)(~C[lulP+Y-‘+l], i=l,..., p. Since 
q < 2, we have, by Young’s inequality again, 
Combining (2.7) (2.8), and (2.9) we see that 
r 
IS 0 R 
up-l lVul2+ j'j up+'<C, 
0 R 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
where C depends only on data. From Lemma 2.1, the conclusion of 
Lemma 2.3 now follows. 
The estimate (2.6) can be used to extend the solution beyond t = T. 
Indeed, we can repeat the proof of Lemma 2.1 with t = T- 6 as the initial 
time; in view of (2.6), the solution exists for T - 6 d t < T - 6 + to where to 
is independent of 6 (actually, to depends only on how large M is, whereas 
M is independent of 6 if lu(t-- B)JLz d C). It follows that the solution can 
be extended to O<t<T+t,. 
Proceeding step by step, we can extend the weak solution and therefore 
classical (by [ 1 ] ) to all t > 0. We proved: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 1 6 q < 2, k > 0. Then there exists a unique classical 
solution of (2.1) (2.2) for any T > 0. 
Next we shall establish an a priori estimate for solutions of (1.1) and 
(1.2). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 1 < p < 00, 1 d q < (p + 1)/2. There exists positive 
constants C > 0 and T, such that for any solution u(x, t) of (1.1) (1.2) 
u(x, t) d c 
(1 + (,IZ)‘P+l~29)/2(p--l)(p-y) 
(t + Ix12)l'(p- l) 
jar (x, t) E RN x (0, T). 
Proof: The following argument is a direct adaptation of the one given 
in [Z]. Fix O<R<lxol, x,ER~. Set 
Let V(x, t) = C(R)(R’ + t)“‘*/(R’ - r2 + t)” where C(R) is to be determined 
later on, a = 2/(p - l), and r = (x - x0 (. It is easy to see that 
409’163;1-14 
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v -dVBa J/q+ ,p,~cw(R2+~)=~2-’ 
I ‘2 (R2-r2+ty 
4C(R) a( 1 + Lx) ?(I?2 + t)@ - 
(R2-r2+ t)2f’ 
C(R)(2N+ 1) a(R2 + t)a’2 - 
(R2-r2-tt)‘+’ 
2qa (a( C(R)” r(R2 + t)aq’2 - 
(R2-r2+ t)l+Zq 
+ C( R)P (R* + t)ap’2 
(R2-r2+t)mp ’ 
Note that tl = 2/(p - 1); therefore 
provided 
C(R)P-l (R2 -k t) 
2 
>4a(l+a)r2+(2N+1)a(R2-r’+t) 
and 
C(R)p-q (R2 + t)dP-d/2 
2 
> hq(u( r(R* - r2 + t)“P- (1 +rq), 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
By choosing C(R) large (but independent of R), (2.11) is obviously true in 
51 and (2.12) follows by 
r(R2+.2+ t)V-(l+ad 
(R2 + t)a(P - 4)/z 
~(R2+t)aP-(l+orq)+1/2--a(p~q)/2 
Hence if we choose 
< (R* + 1 )a(P ~ q)/2 - l/2 (assuming T< 1). 
C(R)~C(R2+1)‘“‘P-Y’~“/2’p-q), 
then (2.12) is valid. Now a comparison argument yields 
UdV in 52. 
Substituting x=x0 in this inequality and letting R t 1x01, we obtain the 
desired estimate. 
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3. NONEXISTENCE WHEN p 2 (N + 2)//V, 16 q 6 (p + 1)/2 
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p 3 (N+ 2)/N, 1 d q 6 (p + 1)/2. [f u is a solution of’ 
(1.1) und 
lim 24(x, t) q(x) dx = 0 
t-0 s 
(3.1) 
for any cp E C,(RN\{O)), then UC C2,‘(RN x [0, a)). 
To prove the theorem, we follow the idea of Brezis and Friedman [2]. 
It was proved in [2] that if ZJ is a solution of (1.1 ), (3.1), then u satisfies 
(1.2). We shall first establish an auxiliary result (cf. Step 5 in [2]). 
LEMMA 3.2. For any p > 0, 
!” I 
7 
u(x, t)” dx dt < ocj, 
/‘I <Y 0 
where T is given in Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. Let q(t) by any smooth nondecreasing function on R such that 
for t>2, 
for t< 1, 
and set qk( t) = q(kt). 
From Lemma 2.5, it follows that 
r 
si u(x, t) dx dt < EC;. 0 lrl<p 
(3.2) 
Take a function xeCF(RNx(-2T,2T)) with O<xbl, x=1 on 
B, x (0, T) and set 
Qlkk t) = ‘Ik(lXIL + t) x(x, t). 
Note that bk vanishes on a neighborhood of (0,O). Multiplying (1.1) by dk 
and integrating over RN x (0, co), we deduce that 
Set D, = {(x, t): l/k < (xl2 + t < 2/k). The argument used in [2] yields 
~~Up)k~c(kji~~~U+~Sjn,U4!. (3.4) 
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< Ckql(P- ‘) . meas Dk < Ck- II2 
provided q Q (p + 1)/2, p > (N + 2)/N. Hence ,,I% jjDk uq remains bounded 
as k + co. The other term can be dealt with similarly. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Define 
qx, t) = 
i 
4% t) if t > 0, o 
if t < 0. 
If we can show that 
ii,-Aii+a.Viiq+iiP=O in the distribution sense, 
the conclusion of the theorem follows. Let XE C,“(RN x (-T, T)) and 
dk = qk(lxl* + t)x, where qk is defined in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Then 
(3.3) still holds and it suffices to verify that 
SI UVVk . vx -+ 0, 
I uq(a .Vqk)x -+ 0. 
The first three terms were treated in [2]. As for the last term, we use 
Holder’s inequality to deduce that 
d C ,,h (/lDk up)“” (meas Dk)‘-q’J’, 
Recall that meas Dk = Ck-(’ + N’2), 
therefore $(meas Dk)’ - 
p>(N+2)/N, and 1 cqd(p+ 1)/2; 
q’p d C and Ijj uq(a .Vqk)x( < C(fj,, uP)~‘~ + 0 
(by Lemma 3.2). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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4. CONSTRUCTIONS OF SUPER AND SUB SOLUTIONS 
DEFINITION 4.1. A positive C2 function u is called a super (resp. sub) 
solution of ( 1.1) if 
u,-Au-a.Vuq+uP>O (resp.) d 0 in RN x [0, T]. (4.1) 
Let 1~q~(p+1)/2;whenceB~(l-q)/(p-1)+1/2bO.Ifuhastheform 
r-‘-‘)f(/xl/$) (“ se semi ar” form), then (4.1) is reduced to If- . ‘1 
+ &f(r)--f(r)GO (resp. 2 0) in RN, (4.2) 
where r = jxI/fi and the prime denotes the differentiation with respect to 
r. Consequently, if we can find an f such that 
then the u(x, t) defined above is a super (resp. sub) solution of (1.1). 
LEMMA 4.2. For any O-C&< l/4, let ti(r)=Ae -“l. Zf 1 <p< x, 
1 d q < (p + 1)/2, then ii is a super solution of (1.1) provided A is sufficiently 
large. If q = (p + 1)/2, then ii is still a super solution qf (1.1) provided A is 
large and E is small. 
ProoJ: It is readily verified that (4.3) is equivalent to 
j& Ef (r N- ler2/4Uy~ + ,.N- ler2/4{ 7-oq ial us- 1 lu’, + 1 -u-up GO. (4.4) 
P-1 I 
Now for ii(r) = AeC”“, we compute 
1 
+- 
P-1 
ArN--l_~PrN-le-,(p~l,~* e11/4-e)r2 1 
%f [II + I2 + Z3 + Z,] e(‘j4 pE)rZ. (4.5) 
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It is easy to see that 
fl, +zj= -ArN+’ [+-,pF1l&O (4.6) 
for re [r,(z), co), where r,(E)*= [2(p- 1)~(1/4-&)]-~. On the other 
hand, from the fact that rl(E)’ E< M, we deduce that 
iI,+Z,= -ArNel 
[ 
Ap- le--E(p- l)r2 1 
P-l 1 
< -ArN-’ AP-l,-(P- l)M l -- 
P-l 1 (4.7) 
GO for r E [0, rI(E)] (4.8) 
provided A is sufficiently large. Hence 
q(z’+z,)+z,<o in [0, co) (4.9) 
for A > A, where A, depends only on data. 
If q = 1, the estimate of Z, is the same as above for I,. If q > 1, we 
compute 
iZI +Z2= -2.sArN+’ [(i -E)- T’q /a( r-‘Aq-le-E(q-l)“Z]. (4.10) 
Let Y,(r, A, E)=r-1Aq-1e-E(q-1)r2. Then !P, is strictly decreasing in r. 
Consequently, if r,(A, E) is the unique solution of (l/4 -6) - 
T’q JaJ ‘Y,(r, A, E) = 0, then 
$I’ + I, < 0 for r E [r,(A, E), co). (4.11) 
To estimate Z, in [O, r,(A, E)], we make use of the nonlinear term Z4: 
f 14 + z* = - 
ArN+’ 
2 Cr-2AP- le-“(P-‘)‘* - 4@q I4 Y,(r, A, ~11 
- 4@q I4 Y,(r, A, ~11 
ArNt ’ 
= - - ‘Y,(r, A, E)[rv!PI(r, A, E)~ - 4cT’q jai], 2 
(4.12) 
where Ic=(p-l)/(q-l)-l>O and v=(p-l)/(q-l)-220. We shall 
first deal with the case v > 0. For fixed E < l/4, let A > A, be large enough 
so that 
r,(A, E)” (l/4-c)“>4&(Teq IaI)l+K, 
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where we used the fact that r,(A, E) + 00 as A -+ co. Noting that 
!&(r, A, E) k ryYl(r, A, E)~ = r~‘AK(y-‘)e-EK(Y~ ‘)” is monotone decreasing 
in r and YY,(r,(A, E), A, E) >4&Teq lal, we conclude from (4.12) that 
;14+z*<o for rE [0, r,(A, E)] (4.13) 
if A is sufficiently large. From (4.9), (4.1 l), and (4.13) the conclusion of the 
lemma follows in the case v > 0. 
Suppose now that v =O. Recall that T’q Ial !P,(r,(A, E), A, E) = 1/4-c. 
Hence if E is chosen so that (l/4 -E)~ 3 4&T*q lalCpP ‘)“y-“, then 
YY,(r,(A, E), A, E)K-4&T”q Ial 30. Since Y,(r, A, E) is decreasing in r, we 
conclude from (4.12) again that 
~Z,+Z2<0 for rE [0, r,(A, E)]. (4.14) 
From (4.9) (4.1 I), and (4.14), the conclusion of the lemma follows in the 
case v = 0. 
Next we shall construct sub solutions. If p -=c (N + 2)/N, then there exists 
an E small so that l/(p - 1) > 2( l/4 + E) N. 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that 1 < p < (N + 2)/N. Let _u = Ae -“+ ‘/4’rZ. 
(i) Zfl<q~(p+1)/2,thenuisasubsolutionqf(l.l)prouidedAis 
sufficiently small. 
(ii) Ifq = 1, then the conclusion of(i) remains validprovided A and [al 
are both sufficiently small. 
Proof As before it suffices to verify that 
&4 2’ (r N-~ 1er2/4U’(r))’ + rN- ler’/4 
- T’qz/-’ [g’(r)1 + 
1 
X -u-up 20. 
p-1- - 1 
It is clear that 
- 2(s + 1/4)N 
> 
A -t ~E(E + l/4) Ar2 
- 2Toq lal(E + l/4) Aqre(E+ li4)(Y- IV2 
-Ape-(“+1/4)(p-I)+ e-crZrN-l 
I 
2’ [K, + K, + K, + K4] e mEr*rN ‘. (4.16) 
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Notice that 6 = l/(p - 1) - 2(.s + 1/4)N> 0 by the assumption on E. Let 
Ul,(r) = Aq- r 1 -1,-(&+1/4)2 . Then !Py, is decreasing in r. Let r,(A) be 
defined by !P3(r,(A)) [al =a. Then 
$K2 + K3 3 2(~ + l/4) A[& - (a/ !P3(r)] 
20 for rE [r*(A), co). (4. 
Since we are goind to choose A to be small and r*(A) is increasing in 
we may assume that A d 1 and r*(A) < C. It follows that 
17) 
A. 
fK,+K33A[~6-2(~+1/4)la[ Aq-‘r]30 for rE [0, C] (4.18) 
provided A G A0 and A0 is small. Combining (4.17) and (4.18), we obtain 
(1/2)(K, + K2) > 0 in [0, cc). Since K4 can be dealt with similarly, the 
conclusion of (i) follows. The case q = 1 is similar. We only need to notice 
that (4.18) becomes 
$K, + K, B A[fs - 2(.z + l/4) [a( r] 2 0 
provided (al is sufficiently small. 
for r E [0, C] 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
We shall introduce a monotone iteration scheme to prove the existence 
of a positive solution of the parabolic equation 
24,-Au-a.Vuq= g(x, 24) in QT (5.1) 
u=ql on 852x(0, T)u52x (0) g’a,Qr (5.2) 
provided there exist positive super and sub solution of (5.1); a super (resp. 
sub) solution u of (5.1) means that 
u,-Au- 
x.vu 
--a.V((u/q-‘u)>g(x,u) 
2 
(resp. < ). (5.3) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let g(x, U) E C’(f2 x R’) and cp E C2+‘(QT). Let _u, U be 
positive smooth super and sub solutions of (5.1), respectively, and _u < ii, If 
_u < q < U on ap QT and 1 < q < 2, then there exists a unique classical solution 
u of (5.1), (5.2). Moreover, _u,<u<ik 
Proof: The uniqueness of the positive solution follows easily from the 
maximum principle. 
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If q = 1, this theorem is a standard result, see [S]. Let 1 < q < 2. Choose 
K large enough so that 
%(x3 u) + K> o 
--z- ’ 
for (x, u)~s2 x [inf _u, sup ii]. For UE C’(Q), define u= Lu to be the 
solution of 
u,--du+a.V((ujYP1 u) + Ku = g(x, u) + Ku; (5.4) 
l4=cp on c7,Q7. (5.5) 
The existence and uniqueness of u are ensured by Theorem 2.4. We shall 
prove the following comparison principle: if u1 < 02, v, E [inf _u, sup ii] and 
neither ui 2 TV, nor u 2 &$ TV, changes sign, then u, < u2. Let w = u2 - u, It 
is easy to see that 
w,-Aw+h,.Vw+h,w+Kw 
g(x, u*) - g(x3 01) = + K (u,-u,)>,O, 
u2-u1 > 
where h, =q Iu~(~~’ a and 
h = 4(a~V~,)(l~21~-‘-I~,I~~‘)I(~2-~1) if u,#u2 
2 
q(a.Vu,) lulIq-2/(9- 1) otherwise. 
(5.6 
e If neither u1 nor u2 changes sign, then h, is bounded in Q,, and w 
conclude that w > 0 by the maximum principle. 
Defining u1 = Lu, we shall prove that u < u1 ; in particular, u, does not 
change sign. Let W = u, - _u. Since 
we have 
u,-Au,-a.V(IulY-‘u,)=g(x,_u)+Ku 
g, - LIE - a .V(@) d g(x, u) + Kq(, 
where h, is defined by similar formulas as in (5.6). We conclude that G 2 0 
by the maximum principle again. 
Similarly, one can prove that u, = LU Q U. Since _u d U and u, does not 
change sign, we get that ui < u1 from the comparison principle. Now 
defining inductively u, + , = Lu,, u, + , = Lo,,, we have 
_udUlQU2d . ..u.<u,Q .‘. <u,<ii. 
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Let u=lim,,, u, and u=lim,,oo u,. As in the elliptic case (see [S] ), 
u and u are classical solutions of (5.1), (5.2). By the uniqueness of the 
solution, u = u. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First we note that (1.4) follows from (1.5). 
Hence it suffices to prove that there exists a w satisfying (l.l), (1.2), and 
(1.5). Let dj(x, t) E C2(RN x [0, T]) be such that _u(x, t + llj) < bj(x, t) < 
U(x, t + l/j’) where u and U are constructed in Section 4. By Theorem 5.1, 
there is a unique solution z.4: of (5.1), (5.2) with g(x, u) = -up, Q = BJO), 
and cp = dji; furthermore, _u(x, t + l/j) < u,!(x, t) d U(x, t + l/j). By 
LP-theory [7], 
I$3 w*~P[BM(o) x 0, T)] G c 
for any A4 > 0, 1< p < co, where C is a constant depending only on ikf, p. 
We can therefore extract a sequence u,Fk, with Rk + co, which converges to 
a solution t(i of (1.1) with u,(x, 0) = bj(x). Moreover, 
_U(X, t+ lh)<Uj(X, t)<ti(X, t+ l/j). (5.7) 
Now for any compact subset Kc RN x [0, T]\{(O, 0)}, we have ujl K< C 
where C is independent of j. This can be easily seen from (5.7). By 
LP-estimates and Shauder estimates, we can extract a subsequence 
{uj,}which converges in C2(K) to a function w(x, t). Using a diagonal 
argument if necessary, we may assume 
ujs + w in C’(K) 
for any compact subset Kc RN x [0, T]\{(O, O)}. In particular, w is a 
solution of (l.l), (1.2). Letting j’ --) co in (5.7), we see that 
_u(x, t) < w(x, t) i U(x, t) for t>O. (5.8) 
Since (1.5) follows from (5.8), the proof is complete. 
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
We first recall a result of Aguirre and Escobedo [I]. Assume that 
l<p<(N+2)/N, l<q<((N+l)/N. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S(t) denote the semigroup generated by A, i.e., S(t) q5j = 
E( ., t) * bj and 
E(x, t) = (4xt)-N” e-1x12/4t. 
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Let 4i~ L’(RN) be chosen so that tij --) cJ(x) in the distribution sense, and 
IS(t) dji(X)l 6 CS(t + 0;) &XL 
where 8, -0 asj-+ co. Zfu, is the solution of( 1.1) with u,(x, 0) =dj(x), then 
u/(x, t) -+ u,(x, t) in C(K)f or any compact subset Kc RN x (0, ccj). 
Remark 6.2. In the case a = 0, Brezis and Friedman [2] showed that 
the conclusion of Lemma 6.1 remains valid under weaker assumptions that 
4jE L’(RN), Id, I LqRy d M, and 4.j -+ cd(x) in the distribution sense. 
Remark 6.3. If the conclusion of Lemma 6.1 is true under the weaker 
assumptions of Remark 6.2 in the case a # 0, then the proof of Theorem 1.3 
will be much easier. However, we are unable to prove Remark 6.2 in this 
case. 
Let fqx, t) = /f-UP 11, -&lA*/4r be a super solution of (1.1) (see Sec- 
tion 4). Observe that 
J I 
7 
jqx, t)dx=o~~t-‘/(“~“+N:2 e- W2!4q.~ 1 dv, (6.1) 
Rfi 0 
where oi is the area of the unit ball in RN. Remembering that 
p < (N + 2)/N, we conclude that, for every c > 0, there exists a unique r, 
such that 
I V(x, z,.) dx = c. RN 
For M > 0, we define the truncated function 
V,(x, t)= 1 
vtx, t) if V(x, t) f M, M if V(x, t) > M. 
By (6.1) for any r E (0, t,.) there exists a unique number M(r) such that 
s RN ‘M(r) (x, t)dx=c. 
Let us define dj(x)= V,(,,i,(x, l/j), j=J, J+ 1, . . . . where J has been 
chosen so that l/J< r,, and let u.j be the solution of (1.1) with 
u,(x, 0) = dj(x). Clearly, there exists a unique a(j) > 0 such that 
4J-T t) = 1 
V-T l/j) if /xl b a(j), 
W l/j) if /xl < u(j), 
(6.2 
and 
M(l/j)= I/(a(j), l/j)=Aj"'p “Ed EU(f1Z4, 
Now we can state the key lemma in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
(6.3 
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LEMMA 6.4. For 1 < p < (N+ 2)/N, we have 
C 
q+(x)<-e - j~l~/4o(j)~ 
ati )” 
(6.4) 
and 
a(j)-+O. (6.5) 
The proof of this lemma will be postponed to the end of this section. We 
shall also need the following lemma which was established in [4, Chap. II, 
Theorem 91. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let Lu = u, - Au + b . Vu + cu. Assume that 
IW, t)l d C(l-4 + 11, 
Ic(x, t)<C(lx12+ 1). 
where A, B are positive constants, then u > 0 in Q. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.3. First it is easy to see that 
Uj(x, t, d v(x, t + lb). (6.6) 
Indeed, if w = V(x, t + llj) - u,(x, t), then 
w,-Aw+u’!-’ , a.Vw+(a.VV)f,w+f,w>O, 
where 
fi = 
jf-lmuy--l 
J 
v-uj ' 
fi = 
VP-U? 
v-uj. 
Since JVV( < C(i)lxl e-lxi2/4(r+1/j)and If, 1 < ~~4-2 < C(j)e(2-4)lx12/4(r+ I/i), 
we have 
I(a .VV)fl 1 <C(j) Ix/ ,-(4--1)l~12/4(~+lii) 
d C(j). 
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Similarly, f2 is also bounded in x at co. Noting that w(x, 0) = V(x, l/j) - 
V M(,,jj(x, l/j) > 0, we conclude that w b 0 by Lemma 6.5 and (6.6) follows. 
Let us now verify that bj satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 6.1. 
Clearly, 4, -+ cd(x) in the distribution sense. Notice that (6.4) 
yields b,(x) d CS(a(j)2) 6(x); whence s(t) 4j(x) d Cs(t) s(~(j)~) 6(x) = 
CS(t + a(j)‘) 6(x). Since a(j) -+ 0, Lemma 6.1 is applicable. Letting j + x 
in (6.6), we obtain 
for any c>O. 
u,.(x, t) d v-5 t) (6.7) 
On the other hand, set #l.i)=c,E(x, I/j), t#y’=c,E(x, l/j), and let ui”, 
u\j’ be the corresponding solutions of (1.1) with uy’(x, 0) = bj;“(.~), 
k-= 1, 2. Then one can easily see that d’,J’, 49’ satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma6.1. If c,dc,, then #p’<dy); whence u~)<u:‘). Lettingj+ a we 
see that u,, GM,,,; i.e., u,. is monotone increasing in c. From (6.7) it follows 
that E = lim, _ 5 u,.(x, t) exists. By standard parabolic regularity theory, 
one concludes that G is a classical solution of ( 1. 1 ), ( 1.2). Finally, observe 
that J 6(x, t) d,x > l u,(x, t) dx for any c > 0 and hence 
Since c can be chosen arbitrarify large, it follows that E is a VSS. 
It remains to prove Lemma 6.4. We first show that 
a(j)jl’2 -+ c(j as j- a. 
By (6.2) and the fact that 1 dj(x) dx = c, we have 
or 
e ~“,“‘I4vN-ldr+w,a(j)Ne~“U’;)‘~4 
where wN is the volume of the unit ball in RN. It follows that 
.‘/(P~ 
J 
l)e-&i,Ci)‘/4,(j)N d c (6.1 1) 
and 
s 
cc 
.p-I 
J e 
u(i) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.12) 
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Rewriting (6.12) as 
s 
cc 
.l/(p-1)-N/2 
J e 
u(j) J;- 
-Es214dty<C<oo 
and noting that l/(p - 1) > N/2, we get (6.8). 
We shall next prove (6.5). If this is not true, there is a subsequence 
j’ -+ cc such that a(j’) > 6 > 0. Therefore, 
J 
.,I/(p- l)e-Ej’a(J’)2/4 
tZ(j’)N + 0 as j’+co (6.13) 
and for some [ < ~14 we obtain 
s 
m 
.fll(p- 1) J e 
~ ~j’?/4,.~ - 1 dr 
a(i’) 
Combining (6.13) and (6.14), we get a contradiction to (6.10). 
Lastly, let us prove (6.4. If 1x1 <a(j), then 
dj(x) f Aj ll(P - 1 Je -Ejll(j)2/4 
< c ‘.(j)N (by (6.11 )I 
C 
< - e - 1.~12/4~(i)2 
4j)” 
1 
where we used the fact that e-1x12/4a(i)2 2 e-‘” for 1x1 da(j). For 1x1 > a(j), 
we have 
c <- e-~j(lx12-4)2Y4 
a(j)” (by (6.11)). 
Hence (6.4) is reduced to 
,-&jW--a(i)W+ lx12/44i)z < c. (6.15) 
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For a(j)< 1x1 <Ku(j), K> 1, (6.15) is true because [~l*-a(j)~>O and 
e1-x12’40(i)z 6 eK2. On the other hand, for 1x1 > Ka( j), we have 
left side of(6.15) = e-&j1X12f1 d/b*!i~l*- I/dd1)*1:4 
~e-6jly12(1 I/K2 I,‘~ju:iu(,)~)/4 
dC 
for j sufficiently large because of (6.8). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 6.4. 
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